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Abstract
New liberal arts refer to the reorganization of traditional liberal arts to realize the intersection and integration
within liberal arts and between liberal arts and natural sciences. The characteristics of new liberal arts are mainly
problem-orientation, cross-integration, new technology application and innovative development. Under the
background of new liberal arts, the implementation of interdisciplinary education in foreign language majors is
an effective way for local colleges and universities to promote the construction of "new foreign languages" and
the training of interdisciplinary and applied foreign language talents. Based on the connotations of new liberal
arts and interdisciplinary education, and in view of the institutional and cultural barriers to the planning and
implementation of interdisciplinary education, this paper proposes an optimized path for the design and
implementation of interdisciplinary education for foreign language majors in local colleges and universities:
deepen the integration between foreign language majors and other disciplines, build a staged, multi-level talent
training system, set up cross-discipline curricular groups, apply new technology to transform traditional teaching
and learning methods, strengthen the construction of interdisciplinary education platforms and faculties, and
establish a foreign language interdisciplinary education system guarantee mechanism.
Keywords: new liberal arts, local colleges and universities, foreign language majors, interdisciplinary education
1. Introduction
The current world situation has undergone tremendous changes. With the advent of the era of globalization,
networking, and intellectualization, the field of higher education has ushered in new opportunities and challenges.
In 2017, the concept of "New Liberal Arts" was born in Hiram College in the United States. Its connotation is to
reorganize traditional liberal arts, emphasize the intersection of liberal arts and sciences, and integrate new
technologies into traditional humanity courses such as philosophy, literature, and language, so as to provide
students with comprehensive and interdisciplinary learning and research opportunities. (Wang, 2019) “New
Liberal Arts” in China was launched by the “Opinions on Accelerating the Construction of High-Level
Undergraduate Education and Comprehensively Improving the Ability of Talent Training” issued by the Ministry
of Education in October 2018, in which the overall deployment of the construction of new engineering, new
medicine, new agricultural science, and new liberal arts was put forward. The "Four News" has thus become a
hot topic in higher education circles. On November 3, 2020, the Ministry of Education held a kick-off meeting to
fully promote the construction of new liberal arts at Shandong University. At the meeting, the "New Liberal Arts
Construction Declaration" of Chinese universities was released, which pushed the construction of new liberal
arts to a climax. On March 2, 2021, the Ministry of Education issued the "Notice on Recommending New
Liberal Arts Research and Reform Practice Projects" (Correspondence of Bureau of Higher Education [2021] No.
10), in which the Ministry of Education decided to launch the practice projects of new liberal arts research and
reform. It is worth noting that in the more than two years of the rise of new liberal arts, foreign language majors
have been at the forefront of reforms.
In recent years, as the employment of foreign language graduates in local colleges and universities in China is
deteriorating, foreign language majors in some local colleges and universities are facing cancellation, and the
foreign language education community is increasingly calling for the transformation of foreign language
education and talent training. The foreign language discipline system in local colleges and universities is
relatively simple, lacking diversification, specialization and interdisciplinarity; the curriculum is outdated
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without clear characteristics and the knowledge structure of students is relatively scattered, which cannot fully
adapt to the internationalization of education and demand for interdisciplinary and applied foreign language
talents of the national “Belt and Road” initiative. It is even more stretched to meet the challenges of foreign
language training model and teaching methods brought by information technology and artificial intelligence.
These problems show that foreign language education in local colleges and universities must actively seek
changes, make the top-level design of interdisciplinary education, develop interdisciplinary foreign language
majors, promote the integration and intersection of foreign language and other disciplines, and create an
interdisciplinary curriculum system and teaching model to cultivate professional interdisciplinary foreign
language talents suitable for the needs of local social development. This paper will review the origin,
connotations and characteristics of new liberal arts, discuss the construction of foreign language discipline under
the context of new liberal arts and the difficulties in the design and implementation of interdisciplinary education
for foreign language majors and it will propose an optimized path to plan and effectively implement
interdisciplinary education suitable for the development positioning and actual conditions in local colleges and
universities.
2. Literature Review
In 2017, Hiram College first proposed the concept of “new liberal arts”, which they explained were mainly about
integrated major and interdisciplinary education. (Lori Varlotta, 2018) Students of different majors broke the
boundaries of professional courses for comprehensive interdisciplinary learning. There are many similar
expressions, but breaking professional boundaries to conduct interdisciplinary learning is not new. As early as
1926, the term "interdisciplinary" firstly appeared in the United States. With the continuous strengthening of the
integration of academic research, "interdisciplinary" has received more and more attention from academic circles.
The first International Symposium on Interdisciplinary Issues was held in France in 1970. In 1976, the first
international interdisciplinary academic journal "Interdisciplinary Science Review" was published. China also
began to attach importance to interdisciplinary issues in the 1980s. In 1985, the first national interdisciplinary
academic symposium was held. In the same year, the magazine "Future and Development" published a paper
entitled "Interdisciplinary Science" in the first issue. (Huang & Tian, 2020) As far as China's "new liberal arts" is
concerned, it is not only limited to program reorganization and cross-disciplines, but also has many new features,
such as emphasizing Chinese characteristics and going to the center of the world stage.
Since the construction of new liberal arts was proposed, many scholars have focused on the research objects,
disciplinary attributes, and basic characteristics of new liberal arts and made a series of critical researches and
interpretations, among which "innovative theory" and "integrative theory" are the most representative. (Ma, Li,
& Sun, 2021) The "innovative theory" believes that "the core of new liberal arts is innovative against traditional
rather than new against old." It emphasizes the epochal character of new liberal arts, which is examined and
understood under the big context of constructing philosophy and social sciences with Chinese characteristics.
The "integrative theory" emphasizes the compatibility of new liberal arts. Xu (2019) claims that "new liberal arts
will connect liberal arts and sciences, humanities and social sciences, China and West, and knowledge and
practice." Chen (2019) argues that the mobile Internet has completely changed the production method and
lifestyle of mankind, so unprecedented legal, ethical and moral problems have emerged. To solve these problems,
it is clear that a single discipline cannot be relied on, and multidisciplinary collaboration is necessary. In his view,
new liberal arts is precisely based on the internal integration of liberal arts and the intersection of arts and
sciences to research, understand and solve the complex problems of the discipline itself, people and society. Fan
(2020) explained the "new" connotations of new liberal arts from four dimensions: "the integration of new
technological revolution and liberal arts, entering a new era and sinicization of liberal arts, new historical
timeline and new missions of liberal arts, new global pattern and internationalization of liberal arts". These
scholars' research and interpretation on the connotations and characteristics of new liberal arts emphasizes the
compatibility, innovation and epochal character of new liberal arts on different levels, which will help us deepen
our understanding of new liberal arts.
The implementation of new liberal arts aims to break the barriers between traditional liberal arts and other
disciplines, and its characteristics are mainly manifested as problem-orientation, cross-integration, new
technology application and innovative development. (Hu, 2020) (1) Problem-orientation. New liberal arts has
been problem-oriented since its inception. With the rapid development of human society, many new phenomena
and problems have emerged one after another. The interpretation of these phenomena and the solutions to
problems are often difficult to achieve by relying on the “single-soldier combat” of traditional liberal arts. Only
by achieving the intersection and integration between liberal arts and other disciplines can we conduct effective
research on these phenomena and problems. Moreover, due to the complexity of the world and the limitations of
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human cognitive ability, the boundaries between disciplines are constantly being broken, and the
interdisciplinary trend is inevitable. In fact, the development history of modern science has shown that major
scientific advances or the emergence of new disciplines are often the results of different disciplines intersecting
and infiltrating each other. In this sense, the emergence of new liberal arts is based on the need to explain new
phenomena and solve new problems, and it is also the inevitable development of contemporary academic
research. (2) Intersection and integration. Compared with traditional liberal arts, the most significant feature of
new liberal arts is undoubtedly the intersection and integration between disciplines. New liberal arts are based on
liberal arts and at the same time emphasize the intersection and integration not only within humanities and social
sciences, but also between humanities and social sciences and natural sciences, that is, the intersection of arts
and sciences, arts and medicine, and arts and engineering. In the United States, many colleges and universities
attach importance to STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education focusing on
cultivating students’ literacy in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. Later, it involves arts subjects
such as social studies, language, physique, music, aesthetics, and performance so that STEM has gradually
evolved into STEAM in order to cultivate the innovative ability and critical thinking of science and engineering
students. This measure shows that in terms of talent training, new liberal arts can break through the limitations of
humanities and social sciences, and integrate a wider range of disciplines and majors within the scope of arts and
sciences, and arts and engineering, so as to promote the overall improvement of students' quality and abilities. (3)
New technology application. New technology refers to the high-tech fields represented by information
technology that have emerged in the 21st century. Information technology mainly refers to the acquisition,
transmission, and processing of information, including new foundations represented by quantum computing, 5G
and AI chips, new intelligence represented by online computing, big data processing and large-scale machine
learning, and machine intelligence, unmanned driving, and typical new applications represented by intelligent
networking and block chain. These new technologies, especially information technology, are gradually being
applied to the humanities and social sciences, which can not only change the research paradigms but also the
major fields of humanities and social sciences. On the one hand, due to the application of digital technology,
researchers of humanities and social sciences can discover and reveal new problems through data collection,
analysis and mining, and then apply and develop corresponding theories based on data and facts. Moreover, the
digitization of research literature and its network sharing model have broken the closed research model of
humanities and social sciences, and led to an open and shared collaborative research and learning model. On the
other hand, the application of new technologies in humanities and social sciences provides a technological path
for the intersection of data science, cognitive neuroscience, computing science and humanities and social
sciences, and thus has created new research fields for humanities and social sciences, such as social computing,
financial technology, spatial econometrics, philosophy of technology and computational linguistics. (4)
Innovative development. New liberal arts emphasizes the goal of innovative development through the integration
of disciplines. Its innovative development is mainly manifested in four aspects: (1) New context. New liberal arts
attaches great importance to the historical context of the rapid development of global new technologies and the
new stage of the development of socialism with Chinese characteristics. (2) New ideas. New liberal arts
emphasizes that the construction and development of humanities and social sciences should shift from
subject-orientation to problem-orientation, and advocates the intersection and integration between humanities
and other disciplines to promote the upgrading of traditional liberal arts. (3) New content. The curriculum design
and content and research fields of new liberal arts are different from those of traditional liberal arts, and they
present significant features of intersection and integration. (4) New paradigm. New liberal arts advocates the
development of interdisciplinary research, especially the cross-integration research between humanities and
other disciplines to cultivate interdisciplinary talents.
3. New Liberal Arts and Construction of Foreign Language Discipline
The discipline of foreign languages is an important force in advancing the internationalization of Chinese
humanities and ushering the trend of international frontier academics. The surging tide of new liberal arts
construction has put forward new goals and requirements for the reform and development of foreign language
education, and has also created new conditions and opportunities. It’s an urgent need to use strategic and
innovative thinking to improve the training model and the connotative development of foreign language
discipline under the guidance of new liberal arts, so that it can play an important role in the construction of new
liberal arts. (Wang, 2021) Then, what does new liberal arts mean for foreign language discipline?
First, New liberal arts highlights "new". In this context, foreign language majors need to find a new position in
order to achieve new changes and breakthroughs. The "National Standards for the Teaching Quality of Foreign
Languages and Literature" (hereinafter referred to as the "National Standards") clearly pointed out that foreign
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language majors are an important part of humanities and social sciences in China's higher education. In view of
the relatively weak position in liberal arts, foreign language majors urgently need to be de-marginalized to
improve their status and position in the construction of new liberal arts and enhance their sense of identity.
Foreign language majors should align with and participate in the “Strong Foundation Project” (Note 1) through
intersection and integration, actively benchmark the "Six Excellence and One Top-notch" plan 2.0 (Note 2) to
create a new brand of “excellent foreign language talents”, and establish a new image of foreign language
education that integrates and unifies humanity, instrumentality and scientificity.
Second, new liberal arts emphasizes "cross-discipline". In this context, foreign language majors should actively
take the road of cross-languages, cross-majors, and cross-disciplines, reflecting the interdisciplinary
characteristics clearly defined in the "National Standards". New liberal arts attaches importance to the
integrative development between liberal arts and sciences, emphasizing the integration between arts and arts, arts
and sciences, arts and medicine, and arts and agriculture. Foreign language majors have the characteristics of
universality, inclusiveness and openness. Through intersection between foreign language majors, multilingual,
high-end foreign language talents such as multilingual translators can be cultivated; through crossover with other
majors, interdisciplinary talents with different combinations of "foreign language +" and "+ foreign languages"
can be cultivated.
Third, new liberal arts adheres to "arts". In this context, foreign language majors should stick to their own
discipline and professional characteristics. “New foreign languages” under the background of new liberal arts
should strengthen and highlight the essence of "arts" and insist on the characteristics of "foreign languages".
Foreign language majors are not only concerned with learning (the skills of) foreign languages, but it also needs
to implement a comprehensive reform of humanities, continuously empowering content, and enhancing the
additional value of "arts". (Zha, 2017) What needs to be pointed out is that the integration of foreign language
majors with other majors is not simply superimposition, let alone randomly scrabbling up. It’s based on all-round
development of students, highlighting the individualized development of foreign languages. "Foreign languages
+" can strengthen the solid foundation of foreign language skills, highlighting humanities and enhancing
professional core competitiveness; “+ Foreign Languages” is to enrich the connotation, expand the professional
interface, and enhance the attractiveness and absorption of other disciplines. Only by holding on to the dominant
role without being a vassal can foreign language majors make new achievements and attain new status.
Fourth, new liberal arts highlights "China" characteristics. In this context, foreign language majors should play
an active role in constructing the discourse system of philosophy and social sciences with Chinese characteristics.
Only with the renewal of ideas, the construction of theories, the innovation of methods and the transformation of
paradigms can we promote academic openness and inclusiveness and enhance the power of international
academic discourse. To this end, foreign language majors should enhance the awareness and identity of “big
liberal arts” and take the initiative to integrate with other majors. By strengthening the construction of “big
foreign languages”, we can achieve cross-disciplinary breakthroughs and contribute to the formation of guiding
ideology, discipline system, academic system, and discourse system with Chinese characteristics. Breathing with
the times and sharing the fate of China, foreign language majors can play an indispensable role in the
construction of new liberal arts.
4. Difficulties in the Design and Implementation of Interdisciplinary Education for Foreign Language
Majors in Local Colleges and Universities under the Background of New Liberal Arts
Under the background of new liberal arts, the external logical starting point and basis of interdisciplinary
education of foreign language majors in local colleges and universities have gradually been recognized and
accepted by people, but there is still a lack of in-depth exploration of the design and planning at the internal
operational level. Only a thorough understanding of the current difficulties and problems of interdisciplinary
education in local universities can make foreign language interdisciplinary education truly effective at the
practical level.
1)

Management and resource allocation. The characteristics of interdisciplinary education are blurred
discipline boundaries, scattered educational forms, and multi-directional participation of personnel. (Qiu,
2004) Interdisciplinary education of foreign languages is dominated by foreign language discipline but
intersected, penetrated and integrated with other similar disciplines. In the form of educational organization,
foreign language and other disciplines need to cooperate in personnel training, resource allocation and
management. However, under the current Chinese university system, the barriers between disciplines and
majors are tight and the boundaries of educational resource ownership are clear. This discipline
management system greatly hinders the participation of teachers of non-foreign language .disciplines in
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interdisciplinary foreign language teaching. Additionally, other factors such as the interest competition
among cooperators have also led to low efficiency in the practical operation of foreign language
interdisciplinary education, and it is difficult to truly integrate all aspects. (Wang, 2018)
2)

Talent training mechanism. Regarding the foreign language interdisciplinary talent training mechanism,
many local colleges and universities have adjusted their major setup and talent training objectives in the
transformation to application-oriented universities, and shifted to the interdisciplinary education and talent
training model of "English + major". However, this kind of interdisciplinary foreign language major has
caused continuous disagreements and controversies in the foreign language education community since its
birth due to its "inherent deficiency of disciplinary foundation and unclear disciplinary orientation". (Zhang
& Chen, 2011) For example, researchers pointed out that in terms of educational content and talent training
mechanism, most local universities have not dug deep into the connotations of foreign language
interdisciplinary education due to the lack of qualified interdisciplinary faculties, so that the training of
compound foreign language talents has become superficial, mechanized, and simplified. (Wang, 2018) One
of the typical phenomena is that, at present, the implementation of multidisciplinary foreign language talent
training programs in many local universities is jointly responsible by foreign language teachers and
non-foreign language teachers by setting up language knowledge modules and professional knowledge
modules respectively. (Jiang, 2018) This kind of curriculum and talent training mechanism seems to present
knowledge of different subjects in a variety of curriculum modules, but the lack of multidisciplinary
integration and overall planning and coordination between different curriculum modules has always placed
the cultivation of talents in local colleges and universities in the situation of "double skins", and it is
difficult to achieve the goal of interdisciplinary education.

3)

Discipline culture mechanism and university education paradigm. Discipline culture is “produced by the
development of a discipline to a certain extent, and it is a general term for various linguistic symbols,
theoretical methods, value standards, ethical norms, and ways of thinking and behavior created by scholars
in a certain period of time based on disciplines”. (Jiang, 2007) Practical differences in theoretical
perspectives, thinking methods, and research paradigms in different disciplines have led to the differences
in educational research paradigms between different disciplines. The effective implementation of foreign
language interdisciplinary education requires teachers from different discipline culture backgrounds and
educational research paradigms to form a unique discipline structure through the exploration of
interdisciplinary talent training objectives, training models, teaching content and educational methods. The
conflict between the intrinsic needs of foreign language interdisciplinary education and the unique and
exclusive characteristics of different discipline cultures and educational paradigms has posed internal
obstacles for the design of foreign language interdisciplinary education.

4)

Realistic basis of foreign language interdisciplinary education. Interdisciplinary education and research
have widely spread in education community after China held the "Interdisciplinary Science Conference" in
the 1980s. The proposal of new liberal arts construction has further strengthened the important position of
interdisciplinary education in the field of higher education. At present, many key universities in China have
made remarkable achievements in interdisciplinary education, but local colleges and universities are
relatively lagging behind, because the research and practice foundation for the interdisciplinary education
of foreign language majors in local universities is very weak. For example, there are few foreign language
teachers who have engaged in interdisciplinary education and teaching research, so their interdisciplinary
teaching ability is insufficient, and the scope of interdisciplinary cooperation research is relatively narrow.
Most of them cooperate with teachers majoring in humanities and social sciences, and the depth and
breadth of interdisciplinary research are still at a low level. In addition, many local colleges and universities
have insufficient interdisciplinary research conditions, and teachers lack standardized interdisciplinary
training and research. (Sun, 2018)

5. Optimized Path for the Design and Implementation of Interdisciplinary Education for Foreign
Language Majors in Chinese Local Universities under the Background of New Liberal Arts
a)

Follow the basic rules of inter-disciplines and elevate the degree of integration between foreign languages
and other disciplines. Cross-discipline is the product of the development of modern science and technology,
which has its own connotative characteristics and basic laws of implementation. Li (2017) concluded that
true cross-discipline aims at solving practical problems, relying on the related disciplines of complex
problems to promote the emergence of new cognition based on integrated research thinking. For the
interdisciplinary foreign language education in local colleges and universities, whether it is helpful to
cultivate interdisciplinary and applied foreign language talents in line with regional economic development
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is the starting point for considering the choice of inter-disciplines. On the basis of this starting point, it is
the basic prerequisite for the implementation of interdisciplinary foreign language education to integrate
research paradigms, educational theories and methods of different disciplines so as to update the concept of
traditional foreign language education and enrich educational methods and means of interdisciplinary
foreign languages.
b)

Focus on the training goals of interdisciplinary and applied foreign language talents, and build a staged,
multilevel talent training system. The core of education lies in the cultivation of talents. The
interdisciplinary education of foreign language majors in local colleges and universities needs to put the
training of talents that meet the needs of the new era and new liberal arts construction at the core, and use
this as the cornerstone to radiate the deepening reform of the entire talent training system. Therefore, in the
implementation strategy, we should first clarify the goal of talent training. The cultivation of
interdisciplinary and applied foreign language talents is the main focus of the current design and
implementation of foreign language interdisciplinary education in local colleges and universities.
"Interdisciplinary" is the method and means of foreign language talent training; "compound" emphasizes
that foreign language interdisciplinary education must cultivate talents with integrated knowledge, abilities,
and comprehensive literacy; "applied" highlights the practical ability of students to use multidisciplinary
knowledge and skills to solve complex social problems. The three goals are organically combined and
unified into a whole. Secondly, in terms of implementation actions, a "three stage and three level" talent
training system can be constructed. The first stage is the "basic integration" period. In this stage, local
colleges and universities offer general humanities and business courses, enabling students to experience the
initial combination of professional learning. The second stage is the "extended integration" period. In this
stage, local colleges and universities consciously build talent training platforms, such as interdisciplinary
compound foreign language talent experimental classes, and interdisciplinary foreign language cooperation
project research groups, etc., so that students can receive professional training. The third stage is the
"comprehensive integration" period. On the basis of the first two stages, all disciplines and professional
barriers in the university are broken up to meet the diverse development needs of students to encourage the
integration of foreign languages with other characteristic disciplines and improve their professional practice
capabilities through the "major-dual-minor" training program by focusing on training students' knowledge
and skills at the professional level. In addition, the interdisciplinary compound talent training system of
foreign languages in local colleges and universities can also expand from a single interdisciplinary
integration within the university to a multifaceted intercollegiate and international joint training to deepen
the connotation of foreign language interdisciplinary education and talent training.

c)

Establish an interdisciplinary curricular group to strengthen the comprehensive and interdisciplinary
characteristics of the professional teaching system. Foreign language interdisciplinary education is a new
educational paradigm developed in the field of foreign language discipline. It mainly appeals for
breakthroughs in integration of education and teaching design and emphasizes the value concept of
education from singularity to pluralism and complexity. (Sun 2012) For local colleges and universities, this
diversified and compound education concept aims at cultivating interdisciplinary and applied foreign
language talents, which is achieved through the integration and innovation of teaching, and optimizing the
curriculum system is the key to the integration of professional teaching. On the basis of the above
"three-stage, three-level" talent training system, interdisciplinary curricular groups suitable for different
stages and levels can be divided into the following three categories: (1) general education curriculum group,
mainly basic courses of foreign languages and general humanities, such as political history, economics and
management, comprehensive science and technology, art and sports, focusing on establishing a generous
knowledge structure for students in the lower grades to provide them initial interdisciplinary learning
experience. (2) infiltrating interdisciplinary curriculum group, formed through the integration of courses of
foreign language majors and professional courses of relevant disciplines, which mainly includes
interdisciplinary professional basic courses and main courses, enabling students to learn basic knowledge
and skills in interdisciplinary professional fields. (3) professional cross-discipline curriculum group, which
are professional core courses based on the first two levels of curriculum group, the individual needs and
choices of students, including interdisciplinary foreign language practice courses and personality
development courses, with the purpose of improving students’ professional and comprehensive literacy
simultaneously. The formation of the three types of cross-discipline curricular groups provides a dynamic
and orderly system guarantee for the all-round development of students, and ensures the effective
implementation of the interdisciplinary teaching system for foreign language majors.
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d)

Transform traditional teaching and learning methods, and give play to the innovative role of new
technology in interdisciplinary education. The adjustment of foreign language interdisciplinary education to
the traditional foreign language education structure, talent training objectives and curriculum system has
prompted changes in teaching and learning methods, forming a new interdisciplinary teaching method. (Lai
& Mao, 2009) The introduction of cutting-edge technologies such as information technology, big data and
artificial intelligence can help the implementation of interdisciplinary foreign language teaching methods,
promote the transformation of teaching and learning methods, and provide convenience for the realization
of in-depth and highly integrated interdisciplinary learning conditions. In the context of interdisciplinary
education, teachers’ professional literacy, knowledge, and ability measurement standards have changed.
Teachers should have the ability to update knowledge, expand cross-disciplines, and use information and
artificial intelligence technology for education and teaching, so as to adapt to the interdisciplinary teaching
pattern. The application of modern educational technologies such as artificial intelligence lays the
foundation for teachers' multidisciplinary knowledge reserve and comprehensive skill reserve. Under
interdisciplinary teaching methods, students' learning styles have changed from passive learning to
autonomous learning, from unitary knowledge learning to multiple knowledge learning, and from linear
learning space to three-dimensional learning space. (Li, 2012) With the help of new technologies such as
artificial intelligence, through informational teaching methods such as "smart teaching", online and offline
hybrid learning, mobile learning, virtual situational learning, etc., students are given fuller initiative and
creativity to improve the integrity, selectivity and effectiveness of students' grasp of knowledge. Therefore,
from the background of the times, integrating new technologies to transform traditional teaching and
learning methods is an important way to promote foreign language interdisciplinary education.

e)

Strengthen the construction of interdisciplinary education platforms and faculties, and provide practical
organization and personnel guarantee. The interdisciplinary education of foreign language majors needs to
make breakthroughs in the construction of interdisciplinary education platforms, the sharing of
interdisciplinary education resources, and the construction of interdisciplinary teaching staff. To this end,
local colleges and universities must first reform their internal organizational structure based on the needs of
interdisciplinary foreign language talent training, integrate foreign languages and related interdisciplinary
educational resources, and build a variety of flexible interdisciplinary educational platforms, such as
interdisciplinary featured classes, project-oriented interdisciplinary study groups, research groups of foreign
language interdisciplinary courses and teaching materials, and interdisciplinary teaching and training teams.
The interdisciplinary education of foreign language majors in local colleges and universities also needs a
team of teachers who are familiar with foreign language education and other subject knowledge and have
interdisciplinary qualities to promote the scientificization of foreign language interdisciplinary education.
Local colleges and universities can explore ways to build interdisciplinary faculty from the following
aspects. First, broaden the development channels of foreign language teachers and create conditions for
training and learning at home and abroad, inside and outside the university. Second, optimize the structure
of teachers and supplement the foreign language interdisciplinary teaching team with high-level
professional talents with outstanding English proficiency, solid professional knowledge, and strong
practical ability in various industries. Third, enhance the training of "dual-professional" teachers and
encourage foreign language teachers to cooperate with social enterprises and carry out teaching and
scientific research. Fourth, reform the teacher evaluation mechanism, improve the reward system, and give
policy preference to interdisciplinary foreign language teachers in terms of professional title promotion,
salary level evaluation, and selection of excellent teachers.

f)

Establish a foreign language interdisciplinary education system guarantee mechanism to promote
management innovation. In view of the scattered forms of interdisciplinary education and the
multi-directional participation of personnel, foreign language interdisciplinary education should first
establish an interdisciplinary curriculum teaching form as an entry point and focus on the training
objectives of interdisciplinary foreign language talents. Secondly, in terms of the structure of the education
system, local colleges and universities can explore the creation of an orientative and open guarantee system
based on the development of interdisciplinary education concepts and practices and implement the chief
professor responsibility system. In addition, the management level should be downplayed in the
management organization structure, and flat and collaborative management should be implemented instead.
Moreover, it is necessary to promote the construction of a foreign language interdisciplinary education base
and connect the university with social institutions to improve the industrialization process of
interdisciplinary education.
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6. Concluding Remarks
New liberal arts refers to the disciplinary reorganization of traditional liberal arts to realize the integration
between liberal arts and natural sciences. New liberal arts emphasizes the cultivation of interdisciplinary talents
and conducts interdisciplinary research within liberal arts and between liberal arts and other disciplines. Yang
(2019) pointed out that the interdisciplinary spirit reconstructed the connotative structure of foreign language
discipline, dispelled the internal weakness of the discipline and made foreign language education resourceful and
proficient. In short, the concept of new liberal arts has endowed foreign language education with an
interdisciplinary temperament. For this reason, the foreign language disciplines in local colleges and universities
under new liberal arts background should be based on foreign language disciplines, focus on cultivating
compound foreign language professionals with a knowledge structure that achieves the intersection of literature
and science, and vigorously promote the application of new technologies represented by digital technology and
information technology, promote foreign language interdisciplinary research, and strive to build interdisciplinary
teaching team and scientific research team. The sustainable development of talent training needs to be optimized
and innovated from different levels such as training concept, curriculum system design, curriculum development,
learning resources, teaching informatization, learning standards and teacher professional development. The
process of talent training needs to be guided by the long-term development of students, and insist on continuous
improvement in the process of teaching practice, so as to continuously improve the ability and quality of foreign
language talent training.
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Notes
Note 1. The pilot enrollment reform of basic disciplines, also known as the Strong Foundation Program, is an
enrollment reform work carried out by the Ministry of Education, mainly to select and cultivate students who are
interested in serving major national strategic needs and have excellent overall quality or top-notch basic
disciplines.
Note 2. On April 29, 2019, the Ministry of Education's "Six Excellence and One Top-notch" plan 2.0 startup
meeting was held at Tianjin University. At the meeting, the "National New Engineering Education Innovation
Center" established by the Ministry of Education and supported by Tianjin University was officially unveiled.
The plan includes the Education and Training Program for Excellent Engineers 2.0, the Education and Training
Program for Excellent Doctors 2.0, the Education and Training Program for Excellent Agriculture and Forestry
Talents 2.0, the Training Program for Excellent Teachers 2.0, the Education and Training Program for Excellent
Legal Talents 2.0, the Education and Training Program for Excellent Journalism and Communication Talents 2.0,
and the Basic Discipline Top-notch student training program 2.0.
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